design: Pier Filippo Ferrari

Sasso
Signal lighting fixtures

Focus on the range
Lightweight drive-over lighting fixtures
Maintenance free
Slip-proof tempered glass
Available in different colours

Fixture for lightweight drive-over applications in high resistance
glass that simulates the floor stone suitable for indoors and outdoors.
Thanks to the considerably long life of the light source (80,000 100,000 hours) it can be mounted directly inside masonry.
The IP68 protection level and the low supply voltage (12Vdc, two
control gears are available, 15 or 50 W) allow the fixture to be
installed in fountains, streams and ponds.
An electronic circuit inside Sasso guarantees total stability of
the light beam (the LED is dc powered), and it is totally immune
to any drops in voltage there may be along the supply cables
(from 9 to 15Vdc voltage permitted without alterations to the
light beam).
The fixture works with a d.c. voltage and has inverse polarity
protection (it will not start if the connection is wrong), it has an
input of approximately 300mA.
Sasso’s electronic component is completely embedded in resin
to ensure total waterproofness. The neoprene cable leading out
can be buried with no problem.
A connecting kit is supplied with a thermoshrinking sheath (with
glue inside) for quick and easy waterproof electrical connections.
Parallel connections are possible; with a 15 W transformer up to
4 stones can be powered, 14 with 50 Watts
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tempered glass LED ground signal lighting fixtures IP68

Sasso

The extra thickness of the glass
imparts considerable mechanical
resistance to the Sasso product and
is also highly shockproof.

The d.c. supply circuit inside the
product guarantees a constant light
beam regardless of the input voltage
which can range between 9 and 15
Volt d.c.
The standard product cannot be connected to dimmer systems; dimmerable fixtures can be made on request
however.
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tempered glass LED ground signal lighting fixtures IP68

Sasso

80

white LED, 3.6W 9÷15v d.c.
fixture without control gear
recessed drive-over lighting fixture 1,000 Kg
available in five colours

Kg.

0.7

77

fixture 76270.00
control gear _____.__

120

amber LED, 3.6W 9÷15v d.c.
fixture 76272.00
control gear _____.__

Static load 1,000 Kg
Maximum transit speed 30 Km/h
Protection against impacts IK = 9

blue LED, 3.6W 9÷15v d.c.
fixture without control gear
fixture 76271.00
control gear _____.__

green LED, 3.6W 9÷15v d.c.
fixture 76274.00
control gear _____.__

red LED, 3.6W 9÷15v d.c.
fixture 76275.00
control gear _____.__

white

amber

blue

green

red

Sasso accessories
Control gears for Sasso fixtures

control gear IP40 15W 230/12v d.c.

control gear IP66 50W 230/12v d.c.

38919.00

38920.00

Dimensions:
130x40x30 mm

Dimensions:
110x110x45 mm

it can control up to 4 Sasso
fixtures

it can control up to 14 Sasso
fixtures
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